DEAR YOUNG POET,
The snow is coming soon, but today is warm and clear. I spent mid-morning raking
the fallen crabapples in my yard—hard, cherry-red beads that roll under my feet or
smash and turn to an orange pulp I track in with my boots. The tree is beautiful, low
and spreading, decorative. It adds surprise to the plain yard. I rake the crabapples
into piles—like raking marbles—then scoop them into a bucket I empty onto the piles
of garden refuge, turning them also into a surprisingly beautiful thing.

Tell me what is outside your window, what you see, what time of day, what weather,
what season because this is how people start to talk to each other.

And what do you think of your town? Mine is named Basin because two creeks drain
into a river here. It’s a river basin. There are only two roads, which intersect at my
corner, maybe forty houses, some in major disrepair. I mean, one yard is crowded
with things that are normally inside, furniture and shelves and appliances, as if the
house were a jacket and you turned it inside out.

I live in a small apartment with a small oven I bake bread in. My couch is red, the
floors are wooden with gaps between the planks. Poetry books line my shelves,
which are my favorite possessions. I also like a small pine tree that grows in a terra
cotta pot in the sun. A friend gave it to me when I moved out of the forest into town.
What are your favorite possessions? What is the kindest thing a friend has ever done
for you?

As you can see, a letter should be full of real things, as the poet Ranier Maria Rilke
wrote in his own “Letter to a Young Poet.” He advises, “Write about your sorrows,
your wishes, your passing thoughts, your belief in anything beautiful…In order to
express yourself, use things in your surroundings, the scenes of your dreams, and the
subjects of your memory.” Remember that there is no wrong way to write a letter. I
look forward to hearing from you.

Sincerely,
Melissa Kwasny

LETTER TO A YOUNG POET #1:
THE WORLD AROUND YOU
Your Mission:

Write a letter poem back to me. Remember that a letter poem can be lined like a
poem or in paragraphs, like mine is. You can write anything you want, but try
including some of the following:

Begin with a description of where you are and what is outside your window.
Make sure you use as many of your five senses as you can. You might mention
weather, time of day, season.

Describe your town or neighborhood and what you think about it. Tell me
something quirky or odd about it. Use a simile if you want.

Describe one or two of your favorite possessions.

Ask a question or two or . . . many!

Pick up a stationary kit from Billings Public Library! Kits include paper, envelopes, and
stamps. Using our kit is NOT required- feel free to use any supplies at home.
Be Creative!

Take a photo of your letter before sending and upload it in your Summer Reading
account to earn points!

Mail to:
Melissa Kwasny
Box 123
Jefferson City, MT 59638

